INNOVATIVE CABLE MANAGEMENT
Wiremold® products from Legrand are available through Middle Atlantic, so you can order a more complete infrastructure solution for your AV installations than ever before. This guide is an overview of the key product families that are available to you. For more information, please contact your Middle Atlantic Representative or contact us and we will be happy to help you.

**INNOVATIVE CABLE MANAGEMENT**

**Connections Where You Need Them**

With more than 100 years of innovation and experience, Wiremold products are leading the way in raceway and cable management infrastructure. Many of these products are perfect complements to Middle Atlantic offerings and are applicable to AV, broadcast and security installations.

**Why Wiremold Products**

In general, all Wiremold products are available to Middle Atlantic customers with minimal lead times. In keeping with our philosophy, Middle Atlantic stocks the most applicable and demanded products so that they can be shipped together with the racks and other materials needed at the start of an installation.

**What Products are Available**

Middle Atlantic cable ladders or Wiremold raceway systems provide safe, secure pathways for power, signal and communication cables, connecting the source equipment to distribution points and to the points of use. Many options are available to meet job requirements, including open and closed pathways, metal and rugged non-metallic raceways, high-capacity and low-profile models – we have solutions to meet your challenges.

**OUTDOOR AV AND POWER**

Bring safe, permanent connections outside with the Legrand Outdoor Charging Station and Ground Box. Both allow permanent access to AV, power and data connections with rugged, weather-safe designs that are innovative, perfect for outdoor events and eliminate the need for temporary setups.
Conference rooms, classrooms and similar locations are increasing their use of integrated and temporary AV equipment as meetings and learning become more interactive. Middle Atlantic has products such as VTC Carts, L5 Series Lecterns, AVIP rackmount plates and C5 series credenza racks that can house local electronic equipment as well as connect to remote systems. Wiremold pathways can bring power, signals and communication to such locations effectively.

Tabletop power and signal access

Conference tables and lecture halls are only some of the places where power, communications and AV connectivity are needed on tabletops. Wiremold products provide many options for connecting users with the AV infrastructure quickly and effectively.
OFR SERIES OVERFLOOR RACEWAY SYSTEM

MIDDLE ATLANTIC PRODUCTS

Choose the smallest, lowest, narrowest profile available in overfloor raceway systems, ideal for relocatable or permanent installations where access through floors and ceilings is not an option.

OFR Series RACEWAY SYSTEM

A low-profile, ADA compliant solution for getting AV and power from the wall into open spaces.

BENEFITS

• Four channel system allows for easy options for AV, communication and power
• Durable, paintable finish to seamlessly match your environment
• Tamper-resistant screw keeps non-qualified personnel out of installation and increases the protection of cables and wires
• Attaches directly to floor surfaces for temporary or permanent installation
• Lowest profile overfloor raceway available: ½” tall if installed directly on the carpet, even lower if installed directly to subfloor
• Transition fittings available
INTEGREAT™ SERIES

Wiremold® Products

Pick cable management and connectivity solutions from this cohesive line, flexible yet designed to work together in any meeting or conference room.

InteGreat™ Series

AV TABLE BOX

An elegant option for extending AV, communication and power to the point-of-use.

BENEFITS

- Multiple connectivity options: AV, power and data
- Finishing plate hides hardware on the activation surface and allows for labeling of the AVIP plates
- Can accept up to five Wiremold AVIP or Extron® MAAP connectors
- Easy plug-and-play 12’ cord
- The connection surface can be adjusted from 1” to 4” below the tabletop to accommodate large style connectors
- Three built-in power receptacles
- Works with InteGreat Cable Retractors
- Silver and black finishes to seamlessly match your environment

InteGreat™ Series

CABLE RETRACTORS

Keep work areas organized with cables that easily pull out when needed and retract when not in-use.

BENEFITS

- Available in multiple options: Cat 6, HDMI, DisplayPort, USB, VGA and 3.5 mm audio cable and connectors
- Pre-wired and ready-to-use
- Extends cable length up to 5’
- Designed to work with the InteGreat Table Boxes, mounting directly to the underside of any work surface
**InteGreat™ Series**

**UNDER TABLE CABLE MANAGEMENT (UTCM)**

Easy-to-install, designed to organize and built to protect cords and cables under the table, UTCM solutions are perfect for meeting rooms that shift and shuffle.

**BENEFITS**

- Under table cable management system that easily snaps open for future changes to accommodate any type of connection
- Convenient 5’ kits
- Multiple channels allow for organization of different cable types

---

**InteGreat™ Series**

**MEETING ROOM TRANSITION CHANNEL (MRTC)**

Part of a flexible, integrated solution for cable and connection management, MRTC carries cables from the floor to the underside of any table.

**BENEFITS**

- Interacts with UTCM
- Adjustable to a variety of table heights for flexibility
- Multiple channels allow for organization of different cable types
- Can be placed directly over floor boxes or poke-thru devices for seamless routing of cables
WORK SURFACE PORTALS AND DEVICE PLATES

Wiremold® Products

Bring connections closer and make them easily accessible for AV, power, computer and data applications.

deQuorum™ Series
RECESSED WORK SURFACE PORTALS

Unobtrusive and flexible work surface portals meet every installation need for convenient access to connections.

BENEFITS
• Multiple connectivity options: AV, power and data
• Can accept up to six Wiremold AVIP or Extron® MAAP connectors
• Four built-in power receptacles

AVIP Series
DEVICE PLATES

AV connectivity that easily fits into Wiremold pathways.

BENEFITS
• Many connection types: AV, computer and data
• Each device plate is 2.2” x 0.7”
• Screw-down design for secure connections
POKE-THRU DEVICES AND FLOOR BOXES

Wiremold® Products

Move AV, power and data wiring into open space environments with flexibility, durability and beauty.

AV3 Series
POKE-THRU DEVICES

Designed for AV and to accept a wide range of configurations.

BENEFITS

• Capacity for one 20 Amp duplex power device and up to three Extron MAAP plates

Evolution™ Series
FLOOR BOXES

Innovative floor boxes ideal for constantly evolving environments.

BENEFITS

• 4- to 10-gangs of capacity to provide the right mix of AV, communication and power services
• Integrates with Crestron® DigitalMedia™ 8G + Transmitter 200
• Slide cable egress doors that lock when open and reduce trip hazards
• 3 ½” – 3 7/8” (89mm x 98mm) of wiring capacity behind each device plate
• Durable 180° articulating hinge
• Removable modules for easy installation and facility moves
• One box that works in any floor type – concrete, wood or raised
• Six cover finishes to seamlessly match your environment
Resource RFB® Series

**FLOOR BOXES**

An open system that offers flexibility for open spaces and workstations.

**BENEFITS**

- Independent wiring compartments and feed-through wiring capability
- Available in 2-, 4-, and 6-gang configurations

FloorSource CRFB™ Series

**FLOOR BOXES**

Designed for installation after floor coverings, these floor boxes bring accessibility to every building.

**BENEFITS**

- Accepts the 8” Evolution Series Poke-Thru covers
- Conduit feeds range from ½” – 2” trade sizes
- Locking tabs secure the box to the floor panel
- Pre-wired and custom plate options
Add flexibility, functionality and stylish good looks to every room you create with a durable series for walls, floors and ceilings.

**Evolution™ Series**

**POKE-THRU DEVICES**

Devices are recessed below floor level, keeping connections safe with a range of capacity options.

**BENEFITS**

- Cover opens a full 180° with ingenious sliding doors
- Auto-close egress doors lock into position when open and wrap around cables when closed, reducing the possibility of tripping and accidents
- Six finishes to seamlessly match your environment
- Up to 8-gangs of capacity: 6”, 8” and 10” options
- 8” and 10” options provide multi-gang openings for use with larger AV devices
Evolution™ Series
HINGED WALL BOXES

Designed to provide quick and easy access to AV, power and data connections for larger spaces when occasional access is needed.

**BENEFITS**
- Built-in tunnel for additional capacity and wraparound capability
- Accepts Legrand AVIP devices and Extron Devices
- A full 3 5/8” depth behind device plates allows for larger AV devices
- Includes integrated handle, lock and key set for security and flush egress door for cabling
- Cover opens a full 180°
- Accepts trade size service feeds from ¾” up to 2”
- Available in 4-gang and 8-gang configurations

Evolution™ Series
RECESSED TV BOXES

Ideal for flat screen displays in both new and retrofit applications, this low-profile wall box installs easily behind any display, keeping the cables behind the screens.

**BENEFITS**
- Built-in tunnel for additional capacity and wraparound capability
- Accepts Legrand AVIP and Extron devices
- A full 3 ½” depth behind device plates allows for larger AV devices
- Storage module to hold active devices
- Removable modules for quick installation
- Painted interior blends in
- Available in 2-gang and 4-gang configurations

Evolution™ Series
CEILING BOXES

Just right for when a traditional rack or credenza won’t fit, these ceiling boxes offer localized mounting and power for AV and technology equipment in a plenum-approved enclosure in the ceiling.

**BENEFITS**
- Offered with Middle Atlantic RackLink™ system that monitors and controls AV devices remotely
- Projector mount option available
- 2’ x 2’ x 6’ deep design blends into any décor with ample capacity for 1- and 2-rack mount devices
- Six built-in receptacle locations
- Pivoting shelves located inside of the box allow for front and back access
- Blends in naturally with your existing ceiling tiles

**NON-PROJECTOR MOUNT BOXES**

**PROJECTOR MOUNT BOXES**
ARCHITECTURAL COLUMNS

Wiremold® Products

Turn any space into a great workspace with stylish columns that bring connectivity where it’s needed in an infinite number of design options and configurations.

Vista

ARCHITECTURAL COLUMN

One configurable solution for AV, power, wireless and communication services in open spaces.

BENEFITS

- Wiring delivery system with large capacity and flexibility for multiple feeds
- A wide range of sizes, extensions, shapes and panels to seamlessly match your environment
- Compatible with most commercially available monitor mounts and lighting fixtures
- Modular furniture feeds at the beltline and ground level
- Extension kit available

Vista

POINT5™ COLUMN

Mountable on the floor and able to be used as a table support leg, the Vista Point5 offers connections for up to eight users.

BENEFITS

- Wiring delivery system with large capacity and flexibility for multiple feeds
- Internal barrier permits AV, communication and electrical devices to be installed next to each other without interference
- A wide range of sizes, extensions, shapes, panels and heights to seamlessly match your environment

Vista

POINT5™ USB PEDESTAL

Stunning and easy-to-install, these USB pedestals are ideal for open spaces with crowds that seek mobile charging.

BENEFITS

- 16 charging opportunities on each pedestal
- Four Pass & Seymour® 20A, tamper-resistant receptacles with 3.1A USB devices
- 36” height
- Durable anodized aluminum finish
RACEWAY SYSTEMS
Wiremold® Products

Ideal for new construction or retrofits, use raceway to connect rack-mounted systems to point-of-use locations in virtually any type of room.

2300™ Series
SMALL TWO-PIECE NONMETALLIC RACEWAY SYSTEM

Small, secure, low-profile and ideal for when power and low voltage cabling are needed in a single raceway.

BENEFITS
• Durable, paintable textured PVC in ivory or white finish to seamlessly match your environment
• Single- and dual-compartment low-profile designs
• Adhesive backing for faster low voltage installation
• Standard 5’ or custom lengths up to 10’
• Available divided FiberReady® fittings provide 2” bend radius
• Sure-Snap® boxes provide flush look and easy installation

Uniduct® 2800 and 2900 Series
LATCHING NONMETALLIC RACEWAY SYSTEMS

A single channel, one-piece design best for low voltage applications.

BENEFITS
• Fiber compliant fittings maintain 1 ¼” bend radius for UTP and fiber optic cable
• Impact-resistant, paintable PVC in ivory, white, fog white and custom colors to seamlessly match your environment
• Snap-close latch for easy installation
• Durable, flexible hinge construction
• Adhesive backing for faster low voltage installation
• Available in 6’ and 8’ lengths and three sizes
5400™ Series
LARGE CAPACITY MULTIPLE CHANNEL NONMETALLIC RACEWAY SYSTEM

Wire and cable management for AV, power and data applications that is flexible and accessible.

BENEFITS
• Durable, impact-resistant PVC in ivory and white to seamlessly match your environment
• Twin snap cover
• Available divided FiberReady® fittings provide 2” bend radius

5500™ Series
LARGE CAPACITY MULTIPLE CHANNEL NONMETALLIC RACEWAY SYSTEM

Wire and cable management for AV, power and data applications that is ideal for large cable and wire requirements.

BENEFITS
• Full series of face plates available
• Can be pre-wired
• Durable, paintable PVC in ivory and white to seamlessly match your environment
• Three channel raceway with breakaway dividers
• 8’ and custom lengths available
500® and 700® Series
**SMALL SINGLE-CHANNEL STEEL SURFACE RACEWAY SYSTEMS**
Ideal for surface mounting small amounts of AV, electrical wiring or communication cables.

**BENEFITS**
- Single service raceway suitable for AV, communication and power
- Pre-assembled low-profile, one-piece raceway
- Full line of fittings with removable covers
- 500® Series available in ivory; 700® Series in ivory or white

4000® Series
**SINGLE- AND DUAL-CHANNEL STEEL SURFACE RACEWAY SYSTEMS**
Ideal for large cable capacity and dual-service requirements, this surface raceway system can be divided for multi-service applications.

**BENEFITS**
- Full series of face plates available
- Allows for integration of Legrand AVIP plates and Extron AAP or MAAP plates
- FiberReady® 2” Fiber Optic Radius fittings
- Complete line of fittings and new bridge fittings
- Standard gray baked enamel and ivory ScuffCoat finishes to seamlessly match your environment
DS4000™ Series

DESIGNER SERIES STEEL RACEWAY SYSTEM

Innovative dual-channel raceway with increased capacity.

**BENEFITS**

- Allows for integration of Legrand AVIP plates and Extron AAP or MAAP plates
- Aesthetically pleasing, curved profile offers increased wiring capacity
- Downward facing activations protect service connections
- Innovative Adjust-to-Fit™ Couplings
- Expanded color palette to seamlessly match your environment
- Pre-scored integral divider with pre-drilled knockouts
WEBSITE Link: middleatlantic.com

MULTIOUTLET SYSTEMS

Wiremold® Products

Maximize power and USB charging connections in any home or office area with a compact, low-profile design.

USB PLUGMOLD®

MULTIOUTLET SYSTEMS

A compact and low-profile design with maximum power, including USB outlets, wherever it’s needed most.

BENEFITS

- Compact design eliminates the need for bulky AC adapters
- Choose from four styles: 1) all power, 2) all USB, 3) one USB and multiple power, 4) alternating USB and power
- 2.4A USB type A receptacle compatible with USB 2.0 and 3.0 type devices
- Tamper-resistant, patented shutter system meets 2011 NEC® requirements
- Multiple finishes: black, gray, ivory, white, stainless steel and aluminum to seamlessly match your environment
- Available in 3’, 5’ and 6’ lengths
OUTDOOR POWER SOLUTIONS

Wiremold® Products

Access AV, power and data connections outdoors with permanent, rugged and weather-safe designs.

Outdoor

CHARGING STATION

All the power right where you need it, including standard power outlets, USB outlets and LED lights.

BENEFITS

• Allows for integration of Legrand AVIP plates and Extron AAP or MAAP plates
• Charging & illumination
• Prewired versions include weather-resistant GFCI outlets and 4-port USB outlets
• Add one pair of device shelves
• Durable, premium finishes: black, bronze, silver or custom to seamlessly match your environment
• 2-gang or 3-gang options
OUTDOOR POWER SOLUTIONS
Wiremold® Products

Outdoor GROUND BOX

The first UL-listed while in use in-ground box that provides permanent A/V power and data services to outdoor spaces and is always “on.”

BENEFITS

• Outdoor-rated construction is tough enough to support a 5,000 lb load
• Tamper-resistant lock
• Sits flush with any outdoor surface
• Innovative air pocket design protects devices from wet weather
• Black, brown or gray finishes to seamlessly match your environment